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New Fit Helmet 
shiny black, matt black, 

matt brown, matt green, 

matt navy, matt white, 

matt pink, matt cyan

sizes: xs (51-53cm), 

s/m (53-56cm),

 l/xl (56-59cm)

This is King Kong’s youngest child. 
classic shape with very good fit, which is rare these days. 
Also you don’t look like an alien with this helmet.

Max Bergmann 
kk teAMRIDER
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Pattern carbon 
fullface helmet 

s,m,l,xl

Christian Lutz
kk teAMRIDER

Max Bergmann 
kk teAMRIDER

950 Grams only
super fitting and super light.
Made out of carbon.
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Pirate glove 
black, green

sizes: kids sizes, xs-xxl

Pattern glove 
black, white, cyan

sizes: kids sizes, xs-xxl

Gorilla glove
colors: black, green

sizes: ks, xs-xxl

all gloves are made with elastic material 
on the backside and clarino artificial leather 
on the palm side for a perfect fit. 
King Kong has different styles 
for different people.



Ankleguard 
s/m, l/xl

Silverback kneepad 
sizes: kids size, s/m, l/xl
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Pirate Kneepad
sizes: kids size, s/m, l/xl
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Djungle shinpad
sizes: kids size, s/m, l/xl

Comfortable kneepad for wearing 
underneath your pant. The main 
pad of Silverback kneepad 
is anatomically shaped, it has 
an inside ring which was designed 
for knee comfort and security.  
Made of perforated Neoprene 
and Cordura.

The new Djungle Shinpad 
from King Kong BMX. With 
the plastic inside shin it 
protects your leg when you 
throw all your tailwhips.

This little bastard 
protects your ankles 
while you fly with your 
tailwhips in front of 
amazed girls. 
Very useful.

shinpad
sizes: kids size, s/m, l/xl

Newest baby in the King 
Kong family. Thin and 
elastic kneepad.This 
kneepad looks so good 
you can even wear it 
without pants. Not.



Loving you t-s
white, anthrazit

men:s-xl, woman: s-l

Propeller t-s
white

 men s-xl

New Star t-s 
white

men:s-xl, woman: s-l, 

kids: 5-6years, 7-8years
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Pirate t-s
white, anthrazit

men:s-xl, woman: s-l, 

kids: 5-6years, 7-8years

Christian Lutz
kk teAMRIDER




